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Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!

* * * * *
We are encouraging you to become a part of this ministry and have a crucial

state in the furtherance of Kingdom work here in Sierra Leone.

“And if thou draw out thy soul to the hungry, and satisfy the afflicted soul;

then shall thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness be as the noon day:

and the LORD shall guide thee continually, and satisfy thy soul in drought,

and make fat thy bones: and thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a

spring of water, whose waters fail not.”

ISAIAH 58:10-11 (KJ)

y Brothers and Sisters in Christ, for and on behalf of the Mission 4

Salone Ministries in particular and the Christian family in Sierra Leone, I

greet you in the name of our Lord and savior Jesus Christ. I want to thank you for

your positive response and appreciate your willingness to be part of the struggle

for the liberation of Africa. I am sure we are all quite aware of the ladles involved

in our quest to win souls for Christ.

Please be informed that approximately 75% of the population of inhabitants in

Sierra Leone are Muslim with barely 15% being Christian. The remaining 10%

are ATRS. Additionally, Gandalf's role in the country is gradually changing the

minds of a significant proportion of the leaders -- most of whom are going –

Muslim/Islamic; as a result our challenges have become quite immense that we

have to be prepared to work both day and night – rain or shine.

We encourage you to do your best to help us in making the following activity

plans and their attendant budget a reality.
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•Pastor’s units conference – this conference is a five days conference that will

target church leaders and challenge them more relevant in their respective

communities.

•Children’s Camp -- which will target approximately 1,000 children from

predominantly Muslim background. Our intension is to make these children as an

anchor point into their respective communities. We are sure that the parents will

allow the children to participate in such an activity and the children will in turn

take fun news to them.

•Church planting though entertaining (Jesus film) in Pujehun. This activity is

stated for early 2010 and will target 15 communities in Pujehun District. Pujehun

District is the boundary District between Sierra Leone and Liberia is about 90%

of the inhabitants being Muslims. We are sure this activities will go a long way to

change the beliefs and practices of the people about Christianity and we are

sure, the adults will allow their children to become Christian (if not themselves).

We are encouraging you to become a part of this ministry and have a crucial

state in the furtherance of Kingdom work here in Sierra Leone. The door is open

for you. It is about time for men to leave their comfort zones and go into the

mission field. Either they come or they give us the support we need to take over

the land. I am not using the jhouse address but using this current address as the

new name for the Kingdom ventures.

Yours in His service.

KINGDOM SERVICE OPPORTUNITY

Pastor Peter Kainwo

Mission Salone Ministry

36 Musa Street, Kenedy Section,

Bo, Sierra Leone, West Africa

Phone: +232 76 679576

Email: mission4salone@yahoo.com

Email : Churchunity_bo@yahoo.com


